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The Martins: A couple who 'brought soccer to

Oregon'
Submitted by Anonymous on Fri, 08/21/2009 - 02:00

By: Hannah Disch

Growing up in England, Howard Martin never learned how to play baseball. Surprisingly, that turned out to be a great benefit

to Oregon's athletic community. Howard and his wife, Kathy, have been credited with bringing soccer to Oregon, which now

has one of the biggest youth soccer programs in the state.

It all started in 1977, when there was no soccer in Oregon. The Martins had been to a Little League game and Howard was

bemoaning his inability to help his oldest son with the sport since he didn't understand baseball. Then Kathy suggested he

start a soccer team. She said, "We put an ad in the Oregon Observer and said that anybody interested in playing soccer

should meet at the playground on Oak Street. We thought if we could get 10 or 12 kids we would be lucky, and somewhere

around 40 kids showed up. It was a lot."

That first year they played pickup games with kids of all ages mixed together. But there was so much interest that by 1978

they officially started the Oregon Soccer Club, which was affiliated with the Madison Youth Soccer Association (later to

become Madison Area Youth Soccer Association, or MAYSA).

The Oregon Soccer Club started with two teams and one set of 20 jerseys, which Howard and another parent purchased

together. "We would use them for one team, wash them, and then use them for the next team," Howard recalled.

From the outset, Oregon's soccer teams traveled often just to have other teams to compete against. Madison and

Middleton had soccer programs at the time, but most of the other area communities did not. They often traveled to

tournaments as well, taking the kids and camping out as far away as Neenah, Menasha, Lake Geneva and Milwaukee.

Finding people to coach Oregon's fledgling soccer teams was also a challenge. Howard coached one team, while Kathy

coached another, and at one point even their daughter coached a team. "She hated sports but we did pull her in to coach

that team for one year because we were just desperate," said Kathy. "We couldn't find coaches. Nobody knew the game.

Nobody had ever seen how it was played. Now the kids that we trained are parents and a lot of them live in this community
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and they're coaching. They grew up with it. Of course now they've got sophisticated coach training. They didn't have any

coach's training when we started."

From its small beginning, Oregon's soccer program took off quickly. Howard pushed for the addition of another field, and

remembers working with several other parents to install the Ward Huntoon Memorial Soccer Field themselves. Then

another field was added near the Middle School. "After that," said Howard, "the growth was just phenomenal and a lot more

people because involved. Then a lot of younger guys came in and they had lots of energy. They helped push to develop that

whole soccer area and we introduced the tournament, the Oregon Internationale."

"I thought it would never float when he told me about it," said Kathy. "He said, 'We're going to have this big tournament in

Oregon, but we've got to get more fields.'" 

Although eventually more fields were added, the first few years of the tournament saw temporary fields being put up

throughout Oregon and Brooklyn. Now the Oregon Internationale Soccer Tournament is the largest in the state.

Another high point for Howard was getting soccer included as a varsity sport at Oregon High School. As his sons

approached their teen years, Howard wanted them and all of the other kids to be able to continue with the sport. He and

another parent went to the school board and made a case for soccer to become a varsity sport. By the early 1990's Oregon

High School's soccer team had won a state championship and soccer had become the fixture that it remains today in the

Oregon sports world.

Everything the Martins did for Oregon's soccer program was done while Howard worked as a dean at the university and

while they raised their three children. He was president of Oregon Soccer Club for 20 years or so, was twice president of

MAYSA, and was on the board of MAYSA for many years. He coached soccer until his sons graduated from high school,

took a break and then went back to coaching again for his grandson who lived in Stoughton. He coached in Stoughton for

about seven years and was president of the Stoughton Soccer Association for two years. After soccer was well established

in Oregon, Howard joined several of the local dads in creating a team called the Goal In Oldies, many of whom played

soccer well into their 40s. 

Today Howard and Kathy are enjoying a well-deserved retirement and couldn't be happier about their part in establishing

Oregon's soccer program. 

Kathy explained, "We're just happy the program did so well because we think it's a really good sport to carry on. Both of

our sons, one in his 40s and the other in his late 30s, still play soccer, which is I think wonderful because it keeps them so

fit. They're really in good shape. They've found something they really enjoy. One of them is coaching ... So I guess it was a

good thing that we did that."
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